
Is it the end for 
Sparo spuds?

Demand disease-free 
plants

Gardeners are being called on to help stop the
 spread of a devestating tree and shrub disease. 

Phytophthora ramorum is wiping
 out woodlands across England. 

The fungus-like pathogen has infected and killed 
large numbers of Japanese larch trees since 2009. 

Government advisor  on the Forestry Regulation 
Task Force, John Wilding, called on gardeners 

to demand proof from nurseries and suppliers that 
imported plants have been through a quarantine 

period. This can help to limit the possibility 
of cross-infection. John said:

”Gardening  consumers are
 the key to tightening-up

 what comes into the 
country by demanding from

 plant suppliers a guarantee of ‘clean’ 
plants and, critically, ‘clean’ soil when

 buying pot-grown plants.“This 
will undoubtedly mean more 

expensive plants, but what 
price do you put on our 
natural environment?” 

Phytophthora 
ramorum is believed to 

have been imported to the UK on 
nursery stock 10 years ago. It spread

 nationwide via the trade in 
rhododendrons and azaleas.
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Sightings of 
goldfinch soar, 
says Big Garden 
Growing numbers of  goldfinch are being spotted in the 
nation’s gardens. While the brightly coloured birds were found 
in just 12 percent of  gardens in 1995, they are now seen in 
58 percent of  domestic plots in England.
the findings came ro light in the British Trust for Ornithology’s 
(BTO) annula Big Garden Birdwatch.

It found that, since the survey started 16 years ago, there are 
now nearly five timesas many gardens visited by goldfinch, 
but only half  the number of  gardens where song thrush can 
be spotted.
 The BTO put the goldfinch boom down to the better 
food and garden feeders for the birds, which enjoy niger seeds 
- along with pressure on food supplies in the wild.
 Starlings, seen in 71 percent of  gardens in 1995, are 
now seen in less than half.
 The Big Garden Birdwatch’s Dr Tim Harrison summed 
up by saying: “For every graden bird success story - such as 
goldfinch - there is unfortunately a species faring less well. 
Mistle thrush, for example, is really struggling.
 

the boom is down to better 
food and feeders

Goldfinch regularly spotted in UK gardens
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Is it the end for 
Sparo spuds?

Blight-Busting seed potatoes 
could disappear from sale. 
Creator of  Sarpo blight-
resistant spuds, the not-for-
profit Savari Research Trust in 
North Wales, is in crisis after 
its three year, £100,000 a year 
funding from Welsh Assembley 
came to an end.
 Savari Trust director 
Dr David Shaw told AG: “We 
have really hit the buffers. We 
are writing begging letters to 
charities.”
 Spud varieties such 
as ‘Sarpo Mira’ and ‘Sarpo 
Axona,’ which are popular with  
organic gardeners, have come 
out of  the Trust’s research 
programme, launched in the 
UK exculsively by Thompson & 
Morgan (T&M).
 Sparo spuds, while 
not to all gardeners’ tastes, 
have grown in popularity due 
to increases in blight in recent 
summers.
 The Sparo range 
comprises seven varieties, 
including early types, salads, 
white, red, purple and blue-
fleshed varieties.
 But David explained: 
“We can’t go on any longer, 
unless we find a way of  
replacing grant income.

 “we are banking 
on sales of  seed [potatoes] 
increasing - doubling 
every year - so we are not 
dependent on support in 
future and can become 
indepentent of  grant income 
and handouts.
“There is hardly an allotment 
in this country that doesn’t 
grow Sarpo. But we may not 
be able to plant to produce 
seed crop, meaning we have 
nothing to sell next winter.”
 T&M’s vegetable 
product manger Colin Randel 
described the situation as 
“worrying,” pointing out that 
Sparo spuds thrive in drought 
as well as wet conditions.
 Colin warned: “We 
risk losing a product that’s 
leading the field. For blight-
resistantance, ‘Sparo Mira’ is 
the benchmark in Europe. 
 “We have given it 
seven years of  hefty publicity 
and ‘Sparo Mira’ is by far the 
most popularselling potato 
variety in our catalogue. The 
major problem has been lack 
of  interest by supermarkets.
 The lack of  uptake 
by supermarkets has led to a 
loss of  income to support the 
project 

We may not be able to 
produce a seed crop

Sutton has boosted its dahlia offering to meet demand 
from gardeners.
 The West Country firm teamed up with five 
times Chelsea gold medal winner Jon Wheatley, 
Britain’s leading dahlia authority, to select new plants 
for the range. 
 A Suttons spokeswoman said: “Dahlias are 
enjoying a return to popularity. They are well and truly 
back in fashion.”
 Leading the eway is new and exlusive Dahlia 
‘Newquay.’ Its bright, simple blooms comprise flame 
red petals that contrast with yellow tips and centres.
 Also new is Dahlia‘Magenta Star’ which holds 
an RHS Award of  Garden Merit, Dahlia ‘Pontiac’ which 
has coral- pink flowers and Dahlia ‘Royal Wedding,’ a 
semi cactus type.

Dahlias are truly back 
in fashion


